
MOBILE SHAVED ICE BUSINESS PLAN

Ice Dreams shaved ice beverage business plan executive summary. Ice Dreams is a start-up retail business selling
shave ice, soft drinks, and licuados.

You can serve whatever treats you want, even expanding to offer ice cream or even hot treats. Your need for
supplies will ultimately depend on your customer demand, but you can count on regularly purchasing ice,
syrups, flavorings, cups or cones, napkins, utensils and other supplies. However, there are some problems of
which you should be aware, including finding a good location, remaining profitable, dealing with competitors,
working seasonal hours and handling the physical nature of the work. You would also need some additional
capital to purchase the initial supply of assorted flavors and toppings, pay your employees at least for the first
3 months, and also to pay your utility bills. Please note that the above projection might be lower and at the
same time it might be higher. Starting a Shaved Ice Business â€” Market Research and Feasibility Studies
Demographics and Psychographics The demographic and psychographic composition of those who buy shave
ice and related desserts from shave ice shops cut across all genders and age group. The model is already
proven and you can build a large and profitable business serving this product. Note: For the purposes of this
article we are using the word shaved ice or snow cone interchangibly. A square-foot drive-through facility will
be built on privately owned commercial property, which will also include parking facilities, landscaping, and a
small sitting area. In addition, the growing health concerns around us have caused many people to cut down
their consumption of foods such as shave ice, snow cones and ice cream, which is naturally high in fat and
sugar. As a matter of fact, shave ice business can be located in any part of town as long as there are children
and even adults who love shave ice plying and playing around the location. Labor and rent expenses Despite
the exceptional margins on a snow cone, two variable costs can prevent you from realizes your businesses
profit potential: the rent and the labor. It is anticipated that in the future, a small portable ice shaver will be
purchased such that the product could be sold on site at various fundraising functions through churches,
schools, etc. Despite the fact that the industry seems over â€” saturated, there is still room big enough to
accommodate aspiring entrepreneurs who intend opening their own shave ice shops in the United States of
America. Positioning Statement Distribution of shave ice will be through the business facility only. Depending
on where you operate, you may have restrictions on when you can actually operate. Limitations in Operating
Times Like other restaurants that serve cold treats, shaved ice businesses have the problem of limitations when
it comes to the times that customers want to eat such foods. This allows you to get accustomed to a particular
location before committing to a long-term lease. References 3. Discuss the location of your snow cone
business and why it will succeed because of the location. The industry is responsible for the employment of
well over 18, people. Explain the concept of your business, including details about the snow cones you plan to
sell and the demographic you plan to target. The truth is that when it comes to selling shave ice and other ice
desserts, there is indeed a wide range of available customers. The potential success for selling shave ice is
attributed to the following: Compared to other food service products, Ice Dreams will be a relatively simple
business to operate. Mexican flavored syrups will be purchased in Mexicali, Baja California, Mexico. To sell
20 different tropical and Mexican flavored syrups. There are some small differences between the two
depending on where you live, but to the layman these are usually interchangable. If you operate a stand with
only outdoor seating, rain will be another hindrance that can keep customers away. Also, unlike stationary
restaurant locations, most Kona Ice trucks do not operate as frequently and some are only open part of the year
so this is not exactly an apples to apples comparision. This includes machines, ice, sugar, flavor concentrates
or ready-to-use syrups, cups, utensils, and napkins. As you can see from the examples above the sky really is
the limit in terms of revenue potential in this industry. Just ensure you are good at preparing the different
flavors of snow cones and ice desserts you have on your menu, you can deliver excellent customer care
services and you know how to attract and reach out to your target market. Not only do you have to watch out
for newcomers serving the same treats as you, but shops selling ice cream, frozen yogurt and other typical
summer treats can draw customers away from you. Assess the finances of your snow cone business.


